A Comparison of IBM’s Orthogonal Defect Classification to Hewlett Packard’s Defect Origins, Types, and Modes

1.0 Abstract

The basis of this paper is actual work experience. In the last three years, the author has worked with seven Software Development teams to help them categorize defects using Hewlett Packard’s Defect Origins, Types, and Modes. More recently, the author has assisted a software testing and development organization analyze the results of defects categorized using IBM’s Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC).

2.0 Introduction

A greater amount of measurable information is available about how software is created and tested in the software defect than in almost any other place. As a result, large corporations such as Hewlett Packard and IBM have developed defect categorization models. However, few direct comparisons of these different models have taken place. This paper compares a subset of actual defects categorized using IBM’s Orthogonal Defect Classification model and Hewlett Packard’s Defect Origins, Types, and Modes and explores the data gathered from each model. It then compares the models in terms of process, resource, and data. Finally, recommendations will be made regarding what conditions are best suited for each model.

3.0 Purpose and Parameters of the Project

The code base that the defects were logged against represented over half a million lines of code and is the firmware source code for one of the LaserJet’s most popular product lines. The LaserJet product that contains the code is currently available in the marketplace.

A Software Testing group sponsored the defect analysis project. The primary objectives were to:
- Learn from existing defects to improve defect-finding methods.
- Determine what conditions had to exist to find the defects.
- Understand what defect finding methods should be applied to code areas.
- Find defects more effectively and quickly.

The project was a “one-shot approach”. This means that one 3-hour workshop was all the effort that was required by the engineers who participated. In those three hours, 22 Software Test and Development Engineers categorized 93 high priority defects using IBM’s Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC) model. The decision to use ODC, as opposed to Hewlett Packard’s model, was made by the Software Testing manager. It was felt that more information applicable to Software Testing improvement would be generated using ODC as compared to Hewlett Packard’s model. Due to engineer time constraints, categorization of the same defects using the Hewlett Packard model was done after the workshop.
4.0 IBM’s Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC)

IBM developed the ODC model. It contains several different levels and sub-levels\(^1\). At the time of the workshop, a year ago, the ODC levels were:

- **ACTIVITY** - The testing activity being performed when the defect was found.
- **TRIGGER** - The environment or condition, within the testing activity, that had to exist for the defect to surface.
- **IMPACT** - The effect the defect would have had upon the customer if it had not been found.
- **DEFECT TARGET** - Represents the identity of the work product where the fix was implemented.
- **DEFECT TYPE** - For the particular defect target(s), what was the specific problem?
- **DEFECT QUALIFIER** - Indication of whether the defect type was an omission, a commission, or extraneous.
- **DEFECT SOURCE** - In terms of developmental history, what best defines the fix that was made to Requirements/Design/Code?
- **DEFECT AGE** - In terms of the age/origin of the code, where was the defect found and fixed?

Today, the definitions of ODC Defect Type and Source have changed:

- **DEFECT TYPE** – Represents the nature of the actual correction that was made.
- **DEFECT SOURCE** – Identifies the origin of the design/code, which had the defect.

Based on the ODC definitions that existed a year ago, we decided to focus primarily on Defect Activity, Trigger, Target, and Type. Had the new definition of Source been in place at the time, use of this level might have been considered.

4.1 Applying ODC

Although a base set of “Activities” is defined in the model, each organization has the flexibility, and is encouraged, to define its own testing “Activities”. We defined the following “Activities” for the purpose of the workshop:

- **Product Test** - Testing the “box” (HW, FW, SW).
- **System Test** - Testing the customer solution (HW, FW, SW, Packaging, Networking, etc.).
- **Component Group Test** - Testing groups of firmware components.
- **Component Test** - Testing a single firmware component.
- **Unit Test** - Testing an element of a firmware component.

The next step in applying this part of the ODC model is to align “Triggers” under each “Activity”. To do this, the organization using ODC must take an unchanging set of ODC triggers and align them to their set of organization specific “Activities”. We made the following associations for the workshop:
Notice that some of the Triggers are repeated under various Activities. This means that, for the organization that participated in the workshop, the condition that had to exist for the defect to surface could occur with different testing activities. It was hoped that the pairing of Defect Activity and Trigger would better help the organization understand what type of testing happened on the project.

Categorization using Defect Target and Type was more or less straightforward because organization specific categories do not need to be created. ODC Defect Targets are Requirements, Design, and Code. Possible defect Types are Algorithm/Method, Assignment/Initialization, Checking, Function/Class/Object, Interfaces/O-O Messages, Relationship, and Timing/Serialization. One difficulty in combining Target and Type is that the ODC model does not specifically tie these two levels together. Although the levels are generally tied together, in several cases there is not an alignment between the Target and the Types that applies to that Target. This determination is left to the user’s
discretion. As a result, the engineers who participated in the workshop came to their own conclusions regarding what Types should be grouped with particular Targets. This is especially true in the case of Requirements and Specifications as no specific Type definition refers to these work products.

5.0 ODC Activity/Trigger Classification Results

The results of categorizing 71 high priority defects using the ODC Activity/Trigger designations are:

**Top 11 Testing Activities / Triggers**

![Pie chart showing the top 11 testing activities and triggers]

The most significant percentage of defects found by particular types of testing are Component Group Activities using various Test Variation, Coverage, and Sequencing test techniques. When presented to the team, they agreed that a significant amount of testing effort on this project was in these areas. As applied to test teams in general, the ODC Activity/Trigger analysis is beneficial in that it confirms engineering judgment in regards to what type of testing is currently finding defects. This may help teams be more open to other testing alternatives in the future. For this project, however, the ODC Activity/Trigger data did not help the team in suggesting ways they might change their approach to improve future testing.
6.0 ODC Target/Type Classification Results

The results of categorizing 93 high priority defects using the ODC Target/Type designations are:

![Defect Targets/Types Diagram]

FIGURE 3

On this project, engineers were asked to use the ODC model but there was no effort made to stop them from classifying defects based on their best engineering judgment. This led them to combine defect Targets and Types although the ODC definitions and examples do not indicate an overlap between these two levels. Once again, the new definition of Defect Source was not available at the time of the workshop.
7.0 Hewlett Packard’s Defect Origins and Types
The Hewlett Packard Software Metrics Council developed the following model in 1986\(^2\).

**FIGURE 4**

- **Origin** – The first activity in the lifecycle where the defect could have been prevented (not where it was found).
- **Type** – The area, within a particular origin, that is responsible for the defect.
- **Mode** – Designator of why the defect occurred (this level of the model is not widely used within HP).

8.0 Hewlett Packard Classification Results

Unweighted Top Ten Defect Areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HP Model (85 defects)</th>
<th>Design SW I/F</th>
<th>Spec. Spec.</th>
<th>Design SW I/F</th>
<th>2%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>Spec. Code</td>
<td>Design User I/F</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Hand.</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>Design Error Chk</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Data Def</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>Design Proc/InterPr</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proc/InterPr</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>Design Logic</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spec. Logic</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>Spec. Logic</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW I/F</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>Spec. HW I/F</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW/SW I/F</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>Spec. HW/SW I/F</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FIGURE 6

These pie charts show 85 defects from the same set as those categorized with the ODC model. The first chart (Figure 5) shows the non-weighted distribution of defects. The second chart (Figure 6) applies weighting factors, derived from industry data, to the distribution. Weighting factors vary from one software development project to another. The important thing to remember is that weighting factors exist for every software development project. If a project does not agree with the weighting factors listed above, they are encouraged to adjust the weighting factors based on data gathered from their environment.

The weighting factors used are:
- Specification = 14.25
- Design = 6.25
- Code = 2.5

One of the first questions asked is why a weighted calculation is needed? The answer is that all defects are not created equal. In other words, it will cost a development team more to fix a defect whose origin is Specifications than it will to fix a defect whose origin is Code. The main reason for this is the number of work products that will need to be altered to fix a Specification defect as compared to a Code defect. For example, a developer will need to alter the specification, change the design, and potentially modify multiple sections of the code in order to fix one specification defect. On the other hand, a simple coding defect, such as a missing operator, requires a change to one work product, the source code, in one place. This cost difference in fixing particular types of defects becomes even more noticeable after the product is released. For example, if a design defect is found after release, the potential cost could be millions of dollars to redesign the product. In comparison, a simple coding error might be fixed by releasing another version of the Software to the customer.

Based on the HP categorization, 63% of the non-weighted defects were attributed to the Design Origin. This indicates that improved design techniques may lead to significant improvements for this Origin. For example, small Design improvement strategies such as the creation of data structure checklists for each type of data structure and requiring
process interface documents for each process that communicates with another process can lead to significant improvements in the percentage of Design defects. Although the distribution of defects will always equal one hundred percent, improvement steps like these can help prevent defects in the front end of the lifecycle.

9.0 SW Testing Extension to the HP Model

The following model (Figure 7) was introduced at Quality Week Europe in 1998. This model helps teams use defect trends from Hewlett Packard classification efforts to consider what kinds of testing might be appropriate in the future.

**FIGURE 7**

The testing focus model applied to the non-weighted HP categorization shows the following:

**FIGURE 8**

Top Ten Defect Areas

SW Testing Implications (85 defects)
As compared to Figure 5, Figure 8 shows the same pie wedges as the HP defect categorization. For each wedge, the “Software Testing Focus” model (Figure 7) was applied. The result is a representation of what a test team would consider as future opportunity areas. It does not show what type of testing actually found particular defects. The testing team would use the “Software Testing Focus” model to generate a pie chart such as this and then analyze the defect Type definitions in the HP classification model. As a result, they would apply the suggested “Software Testing Focus” technique in the area of the work product indicated by the HP defect Type definition.

For example, applying the “Software Testing Focus” model to the Design (Origin) / Data Definition (Type) indicates a stronger focus on Unit Testing. The designation of the Data Definition Type is “Incorrect design of the data structures to be used in the module/product”. Based on this definition, the test team would examine the detailed defect reports for those defects classified as Design / Data Definition. This would help them to understand what parts of the product contains large concentrations of data structures. Tests would then be written to further exercise this code with Unit Testing. Although this technique is not the only way to determine where to focus testing, it is a way to analyze current trends to help plan for the future. More importantly, the test team can work with developers to help them develop better Unit Tests and encourage them to find defects earlier with Design and Specification Inspections and Reviews.

10.0 Comparing ODC to Hewlett Packard’s Model

10.1 Data Comparisons

10.1.1 ODC Target/Types & HP Origin/Types

This discussion compares Figure 3 to Figure 5. There is a difference between ODC's Target and HP's Origin. At the time of the workshop, Target was defined as “the identity of the work product where the fix was implemented.” Origin is defined as “The first activity in the lifecycle where the defect could have been prevented (not where it was found).” The difference between where the defect was fixed and how it could have been prevented may account for why a large percentage of ODC Targets were Code and HP Origins were Design. The actual fixes for these defects may have been in the source code but the defects should have been prevented with better design techniques.

The data in Figure 3 supports the Hewlett Packard categorization model where there is overlap of defect Types across Origins. Although ODC does not call out an overlap between Target and Type, the engineers naturally classified different Types across multiple Targets. A good example is the Algorithm/Method Type, which is represented in all Targets. In the HP model, this overlap is called out between Defect Origins and Types. For example, there is a defect Type of “User Interface” that exists for both the “Design” and “Specifications / Requirements” Origins. Although the Target/Type combination in ODC might be an appropriate place for this type of overlap, no documented correlation is made between the two levels. With the new definition of
10.1.2 HP Testing Focus & ODC Activity / Triggers

This section compares Figure 2 to Figure 8. For this project, ODC Activities and Triggers showed the engineers what kind of testing currently finds defects. On the other hand, the HP SW Testing Focus model looks at what might be done in future testing to find the defects that exist within particular Origins and Types. Based on the data, only about 13% of the Activity/Trigger combinations are attributed to Unit Testing. This data by itself probably indicates that defects found in Unit Test are not being logged consistently. However, when combined with the HP SW Testing Focus data, a different conclusion is possible. The HP SW Testing Focus model indicates that additional emphasis on Unit Testing might be appropriate when applied to particular HP Origin and Type definitions and areas of code. For this project, the data indicates that if a testing organization wants evidence to back up what type of testing is currently finding defects, ODC Activities and Triggers may provide some insight. If the organization is interested in improving the testing process, the HP models provide some options.

10.2 Process Comparison

The HP model is specifically designed to maximize the possibility for process improvement and incremental change. There are only a few levels and the definitions within the levels do not typically change (although a few Types have been added in the last decade to account for Object Oriented systems). The process to use the HP model is well documented and intuitive. In a nutshell, the process is:

- Categorize defects using the HP model.
- Choose specific, high risk, defect areas to target for process improvement.
- Engage in Root Cause analysis to determine the causes of these categories of defects.
- Generate a defect prevention plan, with action items, for major defect areas.
- Apply the SW Testing Focus model as described to determine testing focus on the next project.
- Determine action plans and assign owners.
- Execute the plans on the next project.
- At the end of the next project, categorize again and re-evaluate the defect trends.
- Document changes.

A primary focus of the HP model is that all defects are not created equally. Therefore, the Hewlett Packard process puts emphasis on defect prevention and early defect detection in the front end of development (requirements and design). The emphasis is on what can be done to improve and better engineer Software Development and Testing in the future.

Source in the ODC model, a new correlation between Source and Type is possible and seems very similar to Origin and Type in the HP Model.
Unlike the HP model, the ODC model is designed for use throughout the lifecycle of a product. On this project, it was difficult to determine a clear, consistent process for using ODC to achieve the objectives we had outlined.

10.3 Specification / Requirements Comparison
Requirements or Specifications are tailored to consider what problem the product will solve. Software Design, on the other hand, refers to what solution exists to solve the problem. For example, a simple Requirement for a LaserJet printer might be “The printer must print at twelve pages per minute.” The design would then specify what features must be in the Hardware, Firmware, and Software to cause this to happen. The HP defect model clearly delineates the difference between a Specification/Requirement and a Design defect. The ODC model, on the other hand, has few references to the Specifications or Requirements. It is interesting to note that the current definition for ODC Defect Source, as listed on their web page, is “Identifies the origin of the design/code which had the defect”. No mention of Specifications or Requirements is made in the definition. In digging deeper into the web page, Requirements are mentioned as one possible Source, but are not discussed in detail. Another example of the lack of Requirements or Specifications focus in the ODC model is at the Type level. The ODC Type is currently defined as “The nature of the actual correction that was made”, but no Type definitions contain a reference to Requirements or Specifications. Requirements or Specifications are a necessary work product of any software system. Because of this, a defect categorization model should include buckets to handle defects occurring in Requirements or Specifications.

10.4 ODC Type and HP Type
Based on the ODC definitions that were available at the time of the workshop, one of the most logical comparisons is between ODC Type and HP Type. When the workshop was conducted the definition for ODC Type was “For the particular defect target(s), what was the specific problem?” The most recent definition for ODC Type is “The nature of the actual correction that was made.” The definition for HP Type is “The area, within a particular origin, that is responsible for the defect.” The focus of ODC Type seems to be on the actual correction to fix the defect. The emphasis of the HP model is different and does not necessarily reflect where the correction was made to fix the defect. Rather, it focuses on what action plans are put in place that improve the process around the category of defects represented by the Type. For example, in the case of defects with a Code Origin, the actual correction to fix the defect is likely made in the source code. For the Design and Specification/Requirement Origins, the fix is more likely to improve a process that is eventually used to change the work product. Keeping in mind these differences between ODC Type and the HP Type, a further comparison is possible.

10.4.1 Types with Reference to Data
The HP Model has two clear Origin/Type combinations that are focused on problems with data, which are:

Design / Data Definition: Incorrect design of the data structures to be used in the module/product.
**Code / Data Handling Problems:** Initialized data incorrectly, accessed or stored data incorrectly, scaling or units of data incorrect, dimensioned data incorrectly, or scope of data incorrect.

These definitions and the application of them are very specific and straightforward. Based on experience in using the model, once an engineer is accustomed to using clear Type definitions such as those found in the HP Model, it typically takes them between 1-2 minutes to categorize a defect.

The ODC Model has several Types that mention data, which are:

**Algorithm/Method**
Efficiency or correctness problems that affect the task and can be fixed by (re) implementing an algorithm or local data structure without the need for requesting a design change.

**Checking**
Errors caused by missing or incorrect validation of parameters or data in conditional statements.

**Function/Class/Object**
The error should require a formal design change, as it affects significant capability, end-user interfaces, product interfaces, interface with hardware architecture, or global data structure(s)

**Relationship**
Problems related to associations among procedures, data structures and objects.

Each of these definitions suggests data problems of some kind. Algorithm/Method mentions that this Type is likely located in the code. Function/Class/Object mentions that a formal design change is necessary to fix this Type of defect. Relationship and Checking make no mention of whether this Type applies to Requirement, Code, or Design. When Type is not associated to Requirements, Design, or Code it is difficult for engineers to understand and it takes more time to categorize defects.

Engineers have limited time to classify defects. It is important that critical elements of the model are clearly defined and understood so that categorization can occur as quickly as possible.

**10.5 Resource Comparison**
When using the ODC model it is often assumed that at least one full time resource per project is often needed to fully understand, explain, and implement the model. This resource is involved in defect analysis throughout the life of the project and is responsible for communicating and sometimes implementing needed adjustments, based on defect trends, with the development team. The Hewlett Packard model is purposely designed to have a minimal amount of resources required to implement the model. No full-time resources are needed. Often, the model is implemented as part of post-project retrospective. The resources required to implement the HP model are:
- A facilitator and a local improvement champion, who choose a set of defects, organize the workshop, and generate/report post workshop results (8-10 hours per).
- The development and/or test engineers who worked on the project and attend the workshop (3-4 hours per).

For example, if a total of ten development/test engineers worked on a project, it would cost approximately 60 engineering hours to implement the HP model. That's it!

11.0 Comparison Question and Answers – What was learned?

Although all possible comparisons could not be presented in this paper, following are few questions and answers that help compare the HP model with ODC:

- **Question:** Which model is better for me, under what conditions?
  **Answer:** If your goal is to examine defect trends on past products and use those trends to initiate process improvement, early defect detection, and defect prevention on future products, then the HP model and process is specifically designed to help you achieve this. ODC seems to be applied more when the primary objective is to closely examine defect trends throughout the life of the project.

- **Question:** What does each model cover that the other doesn’t?
  **Answer:** ODC looks closely at what happened in the Code and Design of the product. In addition to Code and Design, the HP model provides clear definitions for Requirements and Specifications defects. The HP model links together Defect Origins and Types so that it is clear which Types apply to which Origins. After the initial trends are determined, the HP model looks closely at root cause analysis, using fishbone cause-effect diagrams, to determine what could be done differently to improve future processes.

- **Question:** When should each model be used?
  **Answer:** The ODC model can be used throughout the product lifecycle. The HP model is typically used after development and testing is complete as part of a project retrospective.

- **Question:** What are the results from using each model?
  **Answer:** HP model Origin/Type results shows major defect areas where process improvement should be applied to prevent defects in the future. The HP SW Testing Focus model takes the Origin/Type information and points to areas where future testing should be improved. The HP results are focused on future improvement. The ODC Activity/Trigger results showed the Test team what they already knew in regards to how they tested. The Target/Type results showed the source code areas where defect fixes actually occurred. For this project, the ODC results did not help the team with future process improvement.

- **Question:** What does it cost to use each model?
  **Answer:** ODC often takes a full-time resource or resources to fully implement. The HP model, on the other hand, can be implemented on a project for a cost of 60 engineering hours. This assumes one facilitator (10 hours), one product champion (10 hours), and 10 engineers (4 hours each to attend a workshop).

- **Question:** Where can I find out more?
  **Answer:** The ODC model has a web site. This web site contains a definition of the model and experiences with ODC. Chapter 9 of the “Handbook of Software Reliability Engineering” contains a discussion of ODC. The HP model is documented in “Practical Software Metrics for Project Management and Process Improvement.”
Improvement” and “Successful Software Process Improvement”. There are also many papers published on each model.

**Question:** Are the models mutually exclusive or complementary?

**Answer:** This really depends on the goals for defect analysis and which parts of the models are used. If a user is trying to improve SW Testing they might classify using ODC Activities/Triggers to get an idea about what type of testing currently finds defects. They would also categorize using the HP Model and apply the SW Testing Focus extension to understand what future testing improvements might be appropriate. Another example is when a project is just starting defect analysis. In this case, the HP model is used to generate excitement about process improvement and defect analysis because large improvements often occur with a minimum investment. After the excitement and sponsorship for defect analysis is present, applying parts of the ODC model may be appropriate at different times in the lifecycle.

**Question:** Which model works better for whom?

**Answer:** The ODC model may be more appropriate for engineers who are convinced that defect analysis will benefit their project and sponsors are willing to invest in the effort it takes to implement ODC successfully throughout their lifecycle. In a three to four-hour workshop, the HP Model can be taught and used by engineers who have never done defect analysis. This is largely due to the tailored process that, after each step, clearly suggests the next step. This makes the HP model attractive to the defect champion who wants to quickly get people new to defect analysis excited about positive change. With a relatively small investment, using the HP model, a project can get an idea about their defect trends and identify focus areas for future improvement.

### 12.0 Project Specific Conclusions

We live in a world of efficiency and effectiveness. These words are used so much, in fact, that they often seem overloaded. In the world of business, however, efficiency and effectiveness are essential for survival. If a product, service, or process doesn’t perform to extremely high standards (effectiveness) with the least amount of resource necessary (efficiency), it will be replaced with something that does. Using the ODC model developed by IBM, the original objectives of this project were to:

- Learn from existing defects to improve defect-finding methods.
- Determine what conditions had to exist to find the defects.
- Understand what defect finding methods should be applied to code areas.
- Find defects more effectively and quickly.

Almost everyone involved in the project, especially the project sponsor, felt that the most important project objectives were not met using the ODC model. There were a few positive outcomes. Based on a post-workshop survey, 80% of the engineers like the fact that development and test engineers were in the same room analyzing the same defects. This communication between those who write and those who test code was seen as a major positive factor. It was also felt that the workshop confirmed how the test engineers knew they were testing. This was an important realization, but did not help with what should be done to improve future testing. Finally, the sponsoring manager did say she would support some form of defect analysis in the future, although not necessarily in the way it was implemented for this project. This paper provides some insights for a project considering defect analysis. Both ODC and the HP model
represent options. Based on the analysis of both models as applied to this project, it is
the position of the author that the HP defect model with the Software Testing Focus
extension should have been used for the following reasons:

- The engineers using the process were new to defect analysis.
- The process is well established, proven successful, and documented.
- The models are centered on future process improvement and are change oriented.
- Process improvement is directed toward the front end of the lifecycle
  (requirements/specifications, design) where the defects cost less to find and fix.
- The implementation strategy was purposely designed to use the least amount of
  resources possible for analysis of defect trends.

When an organization engages in a defect analysis activity such as this one, the
question “what will the people on the project do differently?” should be asked. For this
project, the answer is not ideal. Based on conversations with the project’s sponsor, very
little will be done differently based on the ODC results. It is felt that if the HP defect
model with the Software Testing Focus extension had been used, more efficiency and
effectiveness would have resulted, the customer would have been more satisfied, and
the project objectives would have been realized. Although the results of this project
were not ideal, it is hoped that what was learned from this paper is beneficial to those
involved in defect analysis. If these individuals will pause to reflect, compare, and
carefully consider the options available to them before they start defect analysis, then
this paper will prove its worth.
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